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SUCCESS STORIES
Offgrid Energy Labs Private Limited receives funding from Energy Giant Shell, Venture Capitalist Ankur Capital, ad APVC Singapore. The startup has introduced their innovative solution around
rechargable Zinc-based battery technology.
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INITIATIVES AT SIIC

The incubation center on-boarded 3 new
startups and achieved 550+ attendees across all
events during February'22.

SIIC IIT KANPUR and SAGA Ventures get
together to promote tech-driven startups in
Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh
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FUNTECH

Winners across 2 Hackathon challenges were
announced in Feb'22 supported by MeitY

Work-up your mind with an interesting startup
themed cross-word at the end!

SNAPSHOT
FEB 2022
With pathbreaking innovation brewing at SIIC's startups, the incubator aims to create impact at
the bottom of the pyramid. SIIC has developed the experience base and ecosystem that become
critical ingredients in nurturing early-stage, technology-focused startups disrupting domains such
as agriculture, healthcare, aerospace, and medical devices.

212

applications screened
across programs

03

startups incubated
at SIIC

550+

attendees reached
through events

INCUBATED STARTUPS

Durmeric Naturaceuticals Private Limited
Founder - Mannar Mannan
OneDrop offers herbs in liquid form that can be stored for several months and carried
easily. These concentrates are suitable for adding for consumption, making OneDrop
the easiest, tastiest, and most potent way of consuming herbs.

Acculi Lab Private Limited
Founder - Rupam Das
Acculi Labs Is a digital home healthcare company registered in 2017. It provides rootcause diagnosis by MOBILE (Mind, Organ, Body, Illness, Lifestyle, Emotions) analysis
through its clinical-grade, non-invasive, ubiquitous digital optical biomarker tool, Lyfas.

GA

Green Alloy Technology Private Limited
Founder - Anupam Kumar Yadav
Green Alloy Technology Private Limited has developed a vein detection device at an
affordable price that can identify the network of veins beneath the skin.
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SUCCESS
STORIES
Offgrid Energy Labs, backed by investors, has introduced their ZincGel® technology in the global
energy storage market

SIIC is currently supporting 100+ incubated startups across programs and initiatives within the incubator.
Since inception, SIIC's incubated companies that have reached a combined valuation of more than USD 1
Billion. This section highlights some of these success stories, of startups making disrupting the
entrepreneurial ecosystem in India with their pathbreaking innovation.

Kritsnam Technologies - an SIIC
graduated company, raised INR
6 Crores as part of its Pre Series
A round, led by IIT Kanpur Batch
of 1987

Energy Giant Shell, Venture
Capitalists Ankur Capital and
APVC invest in Offgrid Energy
Labs’
pathbreaking
energy
storage ‘ZincGel’ technology

SIIC
incubated
company
Hacklab Industrial Solutions
raised funding worth INR 1.5 cr
from the Aditya Biral Group
against 2.5% sweat equity

The round saw participation from
BVR Mohan Reddy, Ashish Gupta,
Kunal Shah, and Basab Pradhan,
among others.
Kritsnam was founded in 2015 by
K Sri Harsha, Prudhvi Sagar, Vinay
Chataraju, and Neeraj Rai, with a
vision for global water security.
Kritsnam provides cutting-edge
IoT/AI solutions to water managers
for managing their limited and
dwindling
water
resources
sustainably.

Offgrid
Energy
has
raised
undisclosed funds from energy
solutions giant Shell, venture
capitalists Ankur Capital and APVC
to take its flagship product
rechargeable zinc-based battery
ZincGel to the market. The SIICincubated startup is supported by
Social Alpha, Shell E4, and AVL
Austria to test, validate & pilot
ZincGel® technology in, to capture
a potential $100 bn global energy
storage market.

Hacklab develops IIoT devices
with/without edge AI, cloud or onpremises
infrastructure
and
software
platforms,
and
engineering control systems to
make industries safer. Its SCA
framework under SAFFR™ and
TRAKR® allows industries to
combat several hazards from
processes and record such data.
Hacklab is working with companies
like Unilever, Coca-Cola, ITC., Dr.
Reddys, and JSW Paints..
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INITIATIVES
AT SIIC

SIIC has undertaken projects of
critical national importance and
worked with public and private
partners to launch rapid-scale
projects promoting indigenously
manufactured
products
and
services for an Atmanirbhar
Bharat.

SIIC IIT KANPUR and SAGA Ventures get together to promote tech-driven
startups in Kanpur, Uttar Pradesh

SIIC JOINS HANDS WITH SAGA VENTURES
A group of Kanpur industrialists led by Ms Aarti Gupta (PhD/Eco/2016), Head of
FICCI FLO Startup Cell & CIO, DBR Ventures have come forward as an entity
(SAGA Ventures) to give mentorship & do investments in early-stage incubated
companies.

HEALTHTECH INNOVATION LAUNCHPAD
The initiative is a joint collaboration between SIIC and NTT Data Services that
aims to deliver accessible and affordable healthcare solutions to refine the
quality of primary health care services in the state of Uttar Pradesh. The
HealthTech Innovation Launchpad will unfold in 3 Phases and run pilots for the
products, services developed under the initiative.

HACKATHON ON MINOR FOREST PRODUCE
SIIC and Chhattisgarh State Minor Forest Produce (Trading & Development)
Co-operative Federation Limited have together to pilot the Hackathon event in
the state of Chhattisgarh. The event will help kickstart any form of grassroot
innovations to promote the culture of innovation and foster the spirit of
entrepreneurship at various level.

CIVIC TECH INNOVATION LAUNCHPAD | MANDI

PARTNERS

CiTe is the first-of-its-kind initiative, where the startups and innovators working in
the domain of civic issues. SIIC has collaborated with Mandi, Himachal Pradesh
to explore CivilTech solutions in four primary domains: 1. Education 2. Waste
Management 3. Waste to value 4. Traffic Management
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PROGRAM

HIGHLIGHTS
In the quest to lead India into a technologically and economically driven environment, SIIC works with critical stakeholders
to execute programs aimed to transform the entrepreneurial landscape in India.

ED-TECH HACKATHON

WINNERS

EdTech Hackathon 2022, supported by Ministry of Electronics &
Information Technology & MeitY Startup Hub promoted solutions
leveraging emerging technology to enhance effective learning. The
Hackathon aimed to bring together EduTech developers and designers
to compete, develop, and discover new technologies for educational
institutes, guided by SIIC's start-up ecosystem.

Mandeep Kumar Yadav
Startup | AI Testified

Yash Bhardwaj
Startup | CyberWarFare Labs

Anjchita Nair
Startup | Cultech Wave

PULSE INNOVATION CHALLENGE

WINNERS

The PULSE Challenge aimed to support deep-tech innovators in the
domain of geriatrics healthcare. Out of the total 55 proposals, 13
proposals were shortlisted for the POC and prototype round. At the end
of the Challenge, 3 winning proposals have been awarded the TIDE
MVP grant while the other 2 best proposals have received the TIDE EiR
Fellowship for a period of 1 year.

Dr. Steward Gracian
SocioDent

Prachi Kharb
Life and Limb

Nimmi Jain
Acculi Labs

Satyendra Chaudhary
Lenek Technologies

Abhinav Airan
Magnimus Systems
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PROGRAM

HIGHLIGHTS

TIDE 2.0 GRANTEES

MeitY's TIDE 2.0 promotes tech entrepreneurship through financial
and technical support to incubators engaged in supporting ICT
startups primarily engaged in using emerging technologies such as
IoT, AI, Block-chain, Robotics etc. in pre-identified areas of societal
relevance. The scheme envisions creating a holistic ecosystem to
support technology startups and incubation centers through
identifying and creating necessary linkages.

Life and Limb

WeRehab

Hindonics Technologies

Winner (India) at the American
Society of Mechanical Engineers
(ASME) iSHOW 2021

1st runner ups at the India
international science festival,
Goa in the AI/ML/IoT track

Won a grant of INR 25L under
NIDHI4COVID 2.0 by Department
of Science & Technology

Life and Limb (P) Ltd., a company
incubated at SIIC IIT Kanpur has
come up with a product called
BIONICLI™. It is an upper limb
prosthesis solution with adaptive
grasp and pinch capabilities with a
retro-fit socket design.
Life and Limb (P) Ltd. aims to
provide a cost-effective and highquality prosthesis solution for
patient-specific fitment, with a
dedicated team of professionals,
and appreciated by its users.
With a valuation of INR 30 cr, Life
and Limb has received grants,
CSR, and awards in the form of
seed grant INR 75 lacs since
incorporation,

WeRehab is combining the world
of IoT and physiotherapy and
launching a set of patent-pending
devices that will change the World
of physiotherapy as we know it.
The company's vision is to
establish rehabilitation training as
the leading training style in-home
fitness, preventive training, and
physiotherapy.
WeRehab aims to make home
physio workout fun, easy, and with
real-time
feedback
including
biofeedback accessible to both the
physiotherapist and the user with
their a Smart shoe insole device
consisting of IMU sensors and an
app downloaded to smartphone.

Hindonics Technologies Private
Limited is a deep-tech start-up
making
Human-Machine
Interaction truly touchless with a
futuristic
touchless
interactive
screen and holographic display
that can convert almost any type of
KIOSK or Control panel into
touchless keeping the method of
operation unchanged to make the
effortless and ergonomic product.
The product has a feature such as
a repairable design to reduce ewaste and provide low-cost
extended warranty support to keep
the customers connected for a long
time.
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FIELD

STORIES
SIIC IIT Kanpur
conducted a study for
State Institute for
Development of Arts &
Crafts (SIDAC)

The team interacted with Interacted with tribal communities who received training from
Kadamb & Ikibiki. Needle is used for weaving

BACKGROUND
Kendrapara is a Town and a municipality in the Kendrapara district
of the Indian state of Odisha. It is the capital of Kendrapara district.
As of the 2011 Indian census, Kendrapara district has a population
of 1,439,891, roughly equal to the nation of Swaziland or the US
state of Hawaii.
Golden grass grows in abundance in Kendrapara, around the water
bodies. The grass has an average height of 5ft. to 6 ft. The
production groups make different product using Golden grass. To
make the golden grass ready for making products it goes through
various stages like, removal of outer layer, drying, etc. The grass is
graded as per the thickness. The color of the grass indicates its
dryness. The skill of making products out of golden grass has been
generational in Kendrapara.

VALUE CHAIN OF GOLDEN GRASS
1

2

Naturally available
golden grass

4

3

Harvesting and
Collection

5

Drying under
the sun
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THE INTERVENTION
The SIIC team interacted with tribal communities who have received
training from Kadamb & Ikibiki. Needle is used for weaving, which
requires the splitting of grass. The team also interacted with
Assistant Director (Handicraft and Handloom) Mr. Ajit Prasad Bhoi
who ensured full cooperation in the way forward.
Based upon the skill level, the team categorized artisans as follows:
Basic Artisans
Intermediate Artisans – They are trained by advanced artisans.
Advanced Artisans – Kadam is the design partner who gave
100 designs to artisans out of which only 30 will be shortlisted
for marketing.

Storing of
raw material

The team identified gaps in the supply
chain across the following categories:
SOP and R&D-related challenges
Challenge related to process efficiency
& effectiveness
Ergonomics of the product / skilling

WAY FORWARD

We are finding
areas of
inefficiency and
facilitating
innovation to
enable
standardization
of product

Drying of
raw material

Weaving by
artisans
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Final products

The study was conducted to know about the existing problems in
this ancient art of Golden Grass. Through gap Identification and
innovating through technological intervention, SIIC IIT Kanpur aims
to transform the value chain at each step.
This study provides essential information regarding the
demographic ecosystem of Kendrapara and the SANKALP Project.
Through this study, the SIIC team documented the process of
weaving handicraft; from grass collection to final product. As the
artisans involved come from tribal communities, it is necessary to
take into account their socio-economic realities before intervening in
the value chain.
As a technology partner, SIIC will foster on-ground development
supported by next-gen technology.
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FUNTECH

THEME - Technology

For the below crossword, answers will be given in the next edition of the newsletter.

ACROSS
3. A computer program sent to gather information from
your computer (7)
5. What is a network security system used to stop
unauthorised access (8)
10. Type of text style and size (4)
11. Copy (data) from one computer system to another,
typically over the Internet (8)
12. A client software program that runs against a Web
server or other Internet server and enables a user to
navigate the World Wide Web (WWW) to access and
display data (7)
13. Real-time, synchronous, text-based communication via
computer (4)
17. Process of converting data into a secret code for
transmission over a public network (12)
19. Is a plug-and-play interface that allows a computer to
communicate with peripheral and other devices (3)
20. Data sent to your computer by a Web server that
records your actions on a certain Website (6)

DOWN
Jan 2022 CROSSWORD Answers

ACROSS

3. Exitstrategy 4. Accelarator 6. Angel Investor 8. Incubators
9. Crowdfunding 10. Bootstrap 11. Agile 12. Unicorn

DOWN

1. Mergers & Aquistions 2. Venture Capital 3. Initial Public Offering
4. Disruptive

QUICK FACTS
Facts About India

Source : trak.in

India is one of only three countries that makes supercomputers
(the US and Japan are the other two).
India is one of six countries that launches satellites.
India has the second largest community of software developers,
after the U.S.
100 of the Fortune 500 companies have R&D facilities in India.
Two million people of Indian origin live in the U.S.

1. Small program that can be downloaded which allows
users to enhance their browser; this allows extra
activities of the web (6)
2. Usually consists of eight bits (4)
4. What is it called if people are nasty to you online? (13)
6. Code made up of numbers separated by three dots
that identifies a particular computer on the Internet (9)
7. Rate at which a processor can complete a processing
cycle (10)
8. A device that feeds data into a computer, such as a
keyboard or mouse (7)
9. A software system that links topics on the screen to
related information and graphics, which are typically
accessed by a point-and-click method (9)
14. A person who posts inflammatory comments or
messages in an online community such as a forum,
chatroom, blog or on social networking site (5)
15. A web address (3)
16. Sending an email, posting photos on a social media
site and using your webcam (6)
18. The act of trying to access someone's information
illegally (8)

Indian-born Americans are among the most affluent and best
educated of the recent immigrant groups in the U.S.
Nearly 49% of the high-tech startups in Silicon Valley and
Washington, D.C. are owned by Indians or Indian-Americans.
India sends more students to U.S. colleges than any country in
the world. In 2004-2005, over 80,000 Indian students entered the
U.S. China sent only 65,000 students during the same time.
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